
e analyzed the key elements of consistently efective social media strategies across 
all platforms. And we found some clear patterns to ensure best practice. 

SOCIAL MEDIA
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W
We've compiled concrete strategies for you to utilize the next time 
you're about to hit the share button.
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Follow this handy (ha! get it?) pro checklist before you post:

Ready to get your brand

DEPU MB ?

B: BENEFIT
1. How do you want this post to benefit you?

Create buyers? Gain you new followers? Generate word of mouth?

2. How will you measure whether or not you’ve achieved success?

What’s your metric of success? Increase sales? See a 2% bump in web traffic? 
Get 3 new follows? Make the call and define your parameters!

? ? ?

? ? ?���
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2 U: USEFULNESS
1. Why is what you're sharing useful to your audience?

Why will your audience want to perform the action you’ve set as your goal?
Will it provide help for an aspect of their life? Will it save them time? Will
it boost their mood? 

4 P: PLATFORM
1.  Is your post tailored to the platform on which you’re posting?

What platform are you about to post on? Now, consider the structure of that
platform. Is your post optimized for the platform? How so?

3 M: MULTIMEDIA
1.  Can you improve your post with any multimedia elements?

Social media users consistently engage more with visuals than words alone.

? ?

?? ??

? ? ?
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5 E: EXPECTATIONS
1. What are your audience’s expectations for content on the

platform you’re about to post on?

Make sure to consider what your audience uses each social platform for.
Audiences use each platform for different purposes! How and why do people 
utilize the platform you’re about to post on? To gather inspiration? To make
professional connections?

6 D: DEGREE OF INTIMACY
1. Are you meeting the degree of intimacy appropriate for your

platform and post?

Sometimes your audience wants to feel like a close friend with an intimate
look into your life – on Instagram, for example, audiences respond well to 
intimate content, like a birthday celebration or cute vacation pics, even for 
brands. On other platforms, audiences expect to make more cut-to-the quick 
interactions – on Pinterest, for example, audiences want content they can save 
immediately to utilize late rather than personal stories.

??

? ?

SPECIAL BONUS

Do you sound like a robot?
QUESTION:
DON’T SOUND LIKE A ROBOT!
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Ready to take your brand to the next level?

LET’S GET STARTED.

We hope this checklist helps you nail your social strategies!

Let us know what you think! What other content would you like to see? 

Tweet us @hootdesignco or shoot us an email to kristen@hootdesignco.com with your 

requests and feedback.

@hootdesignco

Come join us on Twitter, Facebook, Pinterest and Insta for more boss tips!

Love the HDco team: Kristen, Avery, Anna, Haley & Sammy


